
NIVEL B2 Primera prueba

CERTIFICADO DE NIVEL INTERMEDIO
B2 DE INGLÉS

CONVOCATORIA ORDINARIA PARA POBLACIÓN
ESCOLAR - CURSO 2021/22

COMPRENSIÓN DE TEXTOS ORALES

CUMPLIMENTE LOS SIGUIENTES DATOS:

APELLIDOS: ______________________________________________________

NOMBRE: ________________________________________________________

CENTRO ESCOLAR: _____________________________________________________

INSTRUCCIONES PARA REALIZAR ESTA PARTE:

DURACIÓN: 40 minutos

 Esta parte consta de  tres tareas. Escuchará cada grabación dos veces. Escuche y lea las
instrucciones al principio de cada tarea y realícela según se indica.

 Las respuestas escritas a lápiz o en tinta roja no se calificarán.
 No está permitido el uso del diccionario.
 El uso de cualquier dispositivo electrónico queda prohibido durante toda la prueba. El móvil

tendrá que permanecer apagado y guardado.
 Atención:  No  escriba  en  los  recuadros  sombreados;  son  espacios  reservados  para  la

calificación de las tareas.

PUNTUACIÓN:               / 10    



TASK 1 (6 X 0.4 = 2.4 points)

Listen to  six radio advertisements (1-6) and match them with the phrases
(B-J). There are three phrases that you do not need. Advert 0 is an example.

Write your answers in the answer grid provided.

MARK

PHRASES

A. Car repair facility.

B. We can sell your house best.

C. Selling cars.

D. Wide range of handcrafted articles.

E. We collect your general rubbish.

F. Wide selection of items.

G. Selling second hand cars

H. Fly with us.

I. Recycling e-waste.

J. Fly and Get a special hotel offer.

Phrases 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Heading A

Correction 
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TASK 2 (9 X 0.4 = 3.6 points)

You  will  hear  a  narration  about  Charles  Darwin.  Read  the  following
questions and answer them with 1-8 words.

Question 0 is given as an example. You have one minute and thirty seconds
to read the questions.

Write your answers in the answer grid provided.

MARK

QUESTION ANSWER Correction

0. Who was Charles Darwin? One of the most famous scientists in
history.



1. What do humans and animals share?

2.
What  was  Darwin’s  father’s  plan  for
the scientist?

3.
What  did  Darwin  venture  into  at  an
early age?

4.
What did Darwin do when he got back
in England?

5.
What  did  Darwin endure for  most  of
his life?

6.
Where did Darwin use to perform his
experiments?

7. What did Darwin work on secretly?

8. What did Darwin have to confront?

9. Where was Darwin’s book published?
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TASK 3 (10 X 0.4 = 4 points)

Listen to Stan Lee talking about the creation of some of his Marvel comic
characters and decide if the sentences are TRUE (T) or FALSE (F) according
to what you hear.

Sentence 0 has been given as an example. You have one minute and thirty
seconds to read the sentences.

Write your answers in the answer grid provided.

MARK

TITLE

Sentence TRUE/FALSE Correction

0. The Hulk was inspired by Frankenstein and Jekyll & Hyde TRUE 

1. The ones who chased Frankenstein’s character were ‘idiots.’

2. Stan decided to give Hulk a coloured skin to avoid an outfit.

3. Stan wanted Hulk to look like Frankenstein.

4. The problem with grey was that it wasn’t dark enough.

5. Stan compares himself to God.

6. A superhero’s background is the first thing to think about.

7. A spider web inspired Stan to create Spider-man.

8. Spider-man is an atypical super hero.

9. Stan gave characters some handicap to make them look believable.

10. Daredevil can say that you are lying by aiming his fingers at you.
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CLAVE DE RESPUESTAS – COMPRENSIÓN DE TEXTOS ORALES
NIVEL INTERMEDIO B2 DE INGLÉS – PCEI PARA POBLACIÓN ESCOLAR

– CONVOCATORIA ORDINARIA - CURSO 2021/22

TASK 1 (6 X 0.4 = 2.4 points)
Listen to  six  radio  advertisements  (1-6)  and  match them with  the  phrases  (B-J).  There  are  three
phrases that you do not need. Advert 0 is an example.
Write your answers in the answer grid provided.

Advertisement 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Heading A F C I B H J

Correction 

N.º respuestas correctas 1 2 3 4 5 6

Puntuación 0,4 0,8 1,2 1,6 2 2,4

TASK 2 (9 X 0.4 = 3.6 points)
You will hear a narration about Charles Darwin. Read the following questions and answer them with 1-
8 words. Question 0 is given as an example. You have one minute and thirty seconds to read the
questions. Write your answers in the answer grid provided.

QUESTION ANSWER Correction

0. Who was Charles Darwin? One of the most famous scientists in history.


1.
What  do  humans  and  animals
share?

(Common) ancestors

2.
What was Darwin’s father’s plan for
the scientist?

(To become a) doctor or (a) priest

3.
What did Darwin venture into at an
early age?

(He)  travel(l)ed  (around)  the  world  /  (A  round  the
world) voyage / (into an) adventure around the world /
(went on lots of) adventures around the world

4.
What  did  Darwin  do  when  he  got
back in England?

(He  began)  working  with  (other)  scientists  /  (He)
worked on his findings

5.
What did Darwin endure for most of
his life?

(An) illness

6.
Where did Darwin use to perform his
experiments?

(In his) gardens / (In the) gardens (in his house) / At
Down House

7. What did Darwin work on secretly?
(on his) theories (of natural selection) / (on) theories
(to answer questions about the natural world)

8. What did Darwin have to confront? Religious ideas (about creation)

9.
Where  was  Darwin’s  book
published?

(Around/throughout the) world

N.º respuestas correctas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Puntuación 0,4 0,8 1,2 1,6 2 2,4 2,8 3,2 3,6
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TASK 3 ( 10 X 0.4 = 4 points)

INSTRUCTIONS: Listen to Stan Lee talking about the creation of some of his Marvel comic
characters and decide if the sentences are TRUE (T) or FALSE (F) according to what you hear.
Sentence 0 has been given as an example. You have one minute and thirty seconds to read
the sentences.

Write your answers in the answer grid provided.

Sentence TRUE/FALSE Correction

0. The Hulk was inspired by Frankenstein and Jekyll & Hyde TRUE 

1. The ones who chased Frankenstein’s character were ‘idiots.’ TRUE

2. Stan decided to give Hulk a coloured skin to avoid an outfit. TRUE

3. Stan wanted Hulk to look like Frankenstein. FALSE

4. The problem with grey was that it wasn’t dark enough. FALSE

5. Stan compares himself to God. TRUE

6. A superhero’s background is the first thing to think about. FALSE

7. A spider web inspired Stan to create Spider-man. FALSE

8. Spider-man is an atypical super hero. TRUE

9. Stan gave characters some handicap to make them look believable. TRUE

10. Daredevil can say that you are lying by aiming his fingers at you. FALSE

N.º respuestas correctas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Puntuación 0,4 0,8 1,2 1,6 2 2,4 2,8 3,2 3,6 4
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CERTIFICADO DE NIVEL INTERMEDIO B2 DE INGLÉS
PARA POBLACIÓN ESCOLAR

COMPRENSIÓN DE TEXTOS ORALES – CONVOCATORIA
ORDINARIA. CURSO 2021/22

Transcripción de textos

TAREA 1

EXTRACT 0 Euro Collision 

http://www.overnightradio.com/work/eurocollision.html

(music under, SFX of cars in and out, relaxed conversational) Ya know... it's really too
bad the first time you'll meet Euro Collision is by accident. Because they truly are a great
bunch. They know when you get into a fender bender that you've had better days, so they do
what they can to get your pride and joy back to its original form. From collision repairs to
glass repair, parts and service to body work... Euro Collision gets the job done right, for the
right  price,  imports or  domestic.  Keep their  number handy just  in  case.  322-21-21.  Euro
Collision... on Oak street East Leamington.

EXTRACT 1 Lakes Region Jewelers

 http://www.overnightradio.com/work/lakesregion.html

(romantic Christmas melody in) It's  Christmas eve...  the candles  are lit...  the music is
soft... and beside you sits the most beautiful girl in the world. As she unwraps her gift from
you... a tiny little box from Lakes Region Jewelers... the look on her face says it all... diamond
earrings were the perfect choice. Ever seen a face light up like a lamp? You will... with a little
holiday shopping at Lakes Region Jewelers. Lakes Region Jewelers carries a wide variety of
sparkling gifts that'll truly say it all. 

EXTRACT 2 Cadillac Shield

https://www.babble-on-recording.com/bo-samples-main/bo-samples-what-doesn't-it-do-60-
cadillac-fallon.mp4

It  can  start  your  car’s  engine.  (engine  noise)  From Barcelona.  It  can  take  you  to  that
restaurant no one’s ever heard of. Turn left on Colder Road. It can rotate your tires, change
your oil and even send you an e-mail when your tire pressure is low. (ring) This is Cadillac
shield. The most comprehensive suit of ownership benefits offered by any luxury auto maker
in the world. 

EXTRACT 3 Eco Collective

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-SHqn0y2Vk 

Electronics. We kind of can’t live without them. But what happens when they stop working or
something cooler comes along? If you’re like most people, they go in your closet, basement,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-SHqn0y2Vk
https://www.babble-on-recording.com/bo-samples-main/bo-samples-what-doesn't-it-do-60-cadillac-fallon.mp4
https://www.babble-on-recording.com/bo-samples-main/bo-samples-what-doesn't-it-do-60-cadillac-fallon.mp4
http://www.overnightradio.com/work/lakesregion.html
http://www.overnightradio.com/work/eurocollision.html


garage or storage unit. Even worse, what actually gets thrown away ends up in a landfiller
shipped overseas.   That’s  why I  love Eco Collective.  They take my old  stuff  and safely
process it here for free, and there’s one close to my house, so it’s really easy. Oh, letting go
never felt so good. Visit myecocollective.com to find a location near you. Eco Collective, take
it back for good.

EXTRACT 4 ERA Strother Real Estate

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DjO4qje9nw

Thinking about selling your home? At ERA Strother Real Estate, our team of agents, working
with their inventory management specialists,  reported 84.5 % sales success rate. We get
homes sold.  Call  us today at  910 444 2850.  That’s 910 444 2850.  Or visit  us online at
erastrother.com.

EXTRACT 5 University Park Airport

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IXzg2p5OHE

(male voice) This is your captain speaking. I hear some passengers are buckling up for a
long car ride before flying. Here's a shortcut. Skip the highway traffic and impersonal airports
and  fly  locally  at  University  Park  Airport  at  State  College.  Enjoy  great  flights  a  newly
renovated terminal and friendly customer service. Folks, we want to thank you for flying easy
and remember: Superman didn't need seatbelts. But he didn't need an airplane either. I've
always remembered how buckle up. (female voice) University Park Airport. Compare prices,
consider convenience and fly easy.

EXTRACT 6  SOUTHWEST AIRLINES RADIO AD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JIxpJUq4ho

Southwest is the best, southwest is the best... fly with us for the rest of your life. Fly
with us and save up to 50% on your hotel. You'll also earn up to 25000 points on your
Rapid Rewards Card and don't worry about having extra baggage because unlike
other  airlines,  bags  fly  free  with  the  Southwest.  Be  sure  to  contact  us  at
www.southwest.com to book your family a trip of a lifetime. We look forward to you
choosing Southwest Airlines. It's “JUST PLANE SMART”. 

TAREA 2

Who was Charles Darwin, you say? Only one of the most famous scientists in history. He
was the first person to explain the fundamental scientific theory that evolutionists caused by
natural  selection  and  that  humans  and  animals  share  common  ancestors.  It  was  a
groundbreaking idea that caused huge controversy in Victorian England and changed the
way we think about the natural world. Darwin was born into a wealthy family in 1809. His dad
expected him to become a doctor or a priest, but at university, Charles was much more keen
on the world around him. He helped name plants at the university museum, debated natural
history, learned how to stuff birds, collected beetles and much besides. At just 22 Darwin set
off on around the world voyage that took him to South America, Australasia and Africa. It
wasn't your average gap year.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JIxpJUq4ho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IXzg2p5OHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DjO4qje9nw
http://www.southwest.com/


Darwin  didn't  come home for  five  years,  and  the  things  he  experienced  on  his  voyage
influenced him for the rest of his life. He ventured into dense rainforests, climbed mountains
in the Andes and explored the Galapagos Islands, collecting and observing plants, animals
and fossils along the way.  He joined the carnival  in  Brazil  and even got  caught  up in  a
rebellion  in  Uruguay.  It  was  quite  the  adventure.  When  he  eventually  arrived  back  in
England, Darwin began working with other scientists on the findings from his voyage. He
published his diaries of the trip in 1839 and became one of the leading lights of London
scientific society. Darwin's health got worse around this time, and he'd suffer from illness for
most of the rest of his life. But his personal life wasn't all bad. In 1838 Charles married his
cousin, Emma. The couple started a family, and in 1842 she convinced him to move to Down
House in Kent. The gardens at Down House where the site of many experiments. Charles
bred fancy pigeons, studied the flight of bumble bees and grew all sorts of varieties of plants.
He and Emma were much less strict than other parents of the time. They encouraged their
children to play and explore the world around them. Charles carried on publishing respected
books and articles on everything from geology to botany and barnacles. But behind closed
doors, he was also working on theories that would rock Victorian society from as early as the
1830s, Darwin had been trying to answer difficult questions about the natural world. But he
knew his  theory  of  natural  selection  flew  in  the  face  of  accepted  religious  ideas  about
creation, especially because it meant that humans evolved from other earlier animal species.
Eventually, in 1859 he published his famous book On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection. It caused a lot of controversy, but it gained lots of support too. Darwin's
health was getting worse, and so he stayed out of the public eye. But his friends and allies
defended his work. Many new editions came out, and the book was published throughout the
world. For the rest of his life,  Darwin carried on working and writing at Down House. He
published more books and carried out more experiments with plants and animals. All of his
work was designed to test his grand theory of natural selection.

He died in 1882 and was buried in Westminster Abbey as a national hero. His theory has
been scrutinized and developed in the 140 years since, but his ideas and life's work still
formed the basis of how we understand the development of the natural world today Cheers,
Charles.

Fuente: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NFfSLlCawE

TAREA 3

I think the next one I did was the Hulk. Funny thing, I wanted to get a combi... I always liked
Jekyll and Hyde and I always liked the Frankenstein movie, the old one with Karl Off. And in
the Frankenstein movie, I always felt the monster is really the good guy. He didn't want to
hurt anybody. All those idiots with torches were always chasing them up and down the hills. 

And so, I thought it would be fun to get a monster who was really a good guy, but nobody
knew that. And to take a leaf from the Jekyll and Hyde thing where he could change from a
normal  person  into  the  monster.  And  I  did  the  Hulk.  Now,  since  the  kids  seem to  like
costumes. I couldn't think of an excuse to put a monster in a costume, so I figured I'll do the
next best thing, I'll make his skin a different colour. I did not think of green originally. I made it
grey in the first issue. I thought, that'll be scary looking guy with grey skin. But unfortunately,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NFfSLlCawE


when the book came out, the grey was a different shade in every page. One page was light
grey, one page it was dark grey, one page he looked black, one page it was white, and I
realized the printer was having trouble with the grey colour. So, when you're a cartoon editor
and writer, you're like God, you can do anything. I said, I'll change your skin colour. So in the
next issue I made him green. Turned out wonderful. The printer was able to do a good job
with green, but more than that, it gave me a chance to come up with little cute sayings like I
called  him  the  Green  Goliath,  the  Jolly  Green  Giant  and  old  green  skin.  I  love  using
expressions. 
So that's how the Hulk was born. And then we were now on a roll. The Fantastic Four was a
big seller. The Hulk was doing well. So Martin said, Stan, dream up another one. So I did
Spider-Man. And when you do a superhero strip, the first thing you have to think of is what
super power will he have? And I was trying to think of a new power and we already had The
Thing who was the strongest guy? And the Hulk was strong. We had a guy who could fly the
Human Torch. We had the invisible girl. We had everybody could do everything. So I.

 I was what... I've told this story so often that for all I know, it might even be true because I
really don't remember exactly. But I think I was watching a fly walking on a wall and I said,
gee, wouldn't it be cool if I had a hero who could stick to walls like an insect? But I think I'm
lying. I probably didn't say wouldn't it be cool because I don't think the word cool was in use. I
probably said, wouldn't it be groovy? I want to be nothing but totally accurate here. At any
rate, I thought I'll get a guy who's like an insect. So I figured, OK, what kind what do I call
him? Insect man? That didn't sound dramatic, mosquito man. I went down the list when I got
the spider man. Spider man. Oh, that sounded dramatic. So I figured I'd call him that. And
then we had him shoot webs and that was great. And again, I tried to keep it realistic in order
not to make him a typical hero. I made him an average guy who was kind of unpopular. He
was sort of a nerd. The kids didn't like him. They thought he was a bookworm. He didn't have
enough money. He had to support his old aunt, he was an orphan. He was shy and so forth.
And it turned out he was somebody that the readers could relate to. So he became very
successful. He became our most popular character. 

And then came the others then I don't even remember the order in which they were, but I
was told later I  didn't  realize at the time, but people would say to me, you gave all  your
characters  handicaps.  And  I  realized  yes,  it's  true.  I  was  trying  to  make  them realistic.
Everybody's handicapped in some way. I'm handicapped. I talk too much. But the next one I
made blind, I thought it'd be fun to have a blind superhero because I had read somewhere
when you lose your sight, all your other senses become magnified. So I thought it would be
great if we have a guy, even though he can't see he do anything better than anyone else,
he'd have a radar sense, a sonar sense. He could tell if you're lying because he could hear
your heartbeat change the rhythm. He could read by running his finger over a newspaper
because his fingers are so sensitive, like with Braille, he could actually feel the newsprint on
the paper and he'd be the world's greatest gymnast because you get your balance from your
ear. So I love Daredevil. He became very popular.

Fuente: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEi2bxAyYj4&t=41s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEi2bxAyYj4&t=41s

